As a contemporary society facing new global challenges, new generations have the responsibility to bring forward important changes and pick out good practices for the future. The POLI.design System Community of the Politecnico di Milano will launch, on June 23, 2021, the 2nd edition of the 24H Worldwide Design Conversations: a continuous 24-hour live broadcast dedicated to the culture of the project, oriented towards reflection on design and social changes.

The Polimi Design System hosts will activate each session - where one host of the Polimi Design System will talk with an international guest - so the guests will develop their talks around the concept of “Designing in an age of uncertainty” to investigate the current conditions and future expectations of young designers and researchers.

Since becoming a designer and a researcher takes passion, a lot of practice, hard work and dedication, we would like to open the conversation to guests from all over the world asking them how they are facing this period of uncertainty: “no designer is an island”.


during a 24-hour journey around the world, sailing in the ‘sea of Design’.

24h-design@polimi.it